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Mission Statement (new)
To advocate for best practices in interpreting by fostering relationships with the

Deaf community and interpreting practitioners; to provide support, the development of equality, professionalism, and excellence within the profession of sign
language interpreting throughout Indiana.

Philosophy
Our philosophy is to strive for excellence in the delivery of Interpretation/

Transliteration services among people who are Deaf and Hard of Hearing using a
signed language and those people who use a spoken language to ensure effective

Goal Statement
It is the goal of ICRID to promote the profession of interpreting and transliteration of American Sign Language and English.
The Indiana Chapter of the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf (ICRID) is a non-profit organization of professional interpreters, consumers, and persons interested in interpreting within
the Deaf community. ICRID is an affiliate chapter of the National Registry of Interpreters for
the Deaf (RID). As the professional state association for interpreters, transliterators, and students interested in the profession, ICRID serves as an essential resource for its members in
their pursuit of excellence.

President’s Ponderings
The age old question is ASL or English -- which one should we use? At the past national RID conference a motion was proposed and passed to make the official language of regional and national conferences
ASL. This was a hot issue. There was a decidedly divided response. I could see where people were against it
because it “ignored English.” I could see how people supported it because it “was a shared language.” To
be honest, I was on the fence about it. I thought about how attending a workshop in my second language
was difficult, but I also pondered how when the workshop is in English, Deaf attendees have to receive the
workshop through an interpreter and do not have direct access. I thought about the workshops that I
attended in the past that were in ASL. If I am honest with myself, I learned more at those workshops than I
did in ones that were presented in English. Was I sometimes more tired during and afterwards? Yes, but
did I learn more about the language I work with everyday? ABSOLUTELY. There is no reason that we cannot learn, for most of us, using our second language. Frederick Douglas said, “If there is no struggle, there
is no progress.” It is in the struggles with the language that we learn the most.

Why shouldn’t we use the language that is most accessible to all? Everyone that works as an interpreter knows some form of sign language. Is it perfect for all? No. Can we work together and bring everyone up? YES! Will there be things that we miss or do not understand? Yes, but we can take those opportunities and learn from them and really examine where we are in the process of our language development.
In a safe environment, you can ask questions and really learn. The more we are exposed to our second language, the more we will grow. Spoken language interpreters do all of their trainings in their second language - English. So why shouldn’t sign language interpreters do theirs in their second language - ASL? We
need to use the common language of all and promote access and inclusion as much as possible. Am I saying
that English is forbidden, no, but we need to be cognizant of our peers and the community that we work in
and do everything in our power to even the playing field. This brings me to my focus—The Annual Conference.

The annual conference is the largest professional development opportunity offered by ICRID. The
conference focuses on interpreters increasing their skills and knowledge of sign language, interpreting, and
Deaf culture. The annual conference committee has committed to making the conference available in ASL
with no voice interpretation. While this may seem scary, the committee hopes that you will see it as an
opportunity to really learn the language that you work with everyday and challenge yourself to raise the
bar. It will be a safe environment to work on your craft. In keeping with the conference theme, “Together
Towards Tomorrow”, I hope that you will be as excited about the new approach to annual conference as
the committee is. Together, we will raise the standards in our state to create a better tomorrow.

Respectfully,

Megan Butler, NIC, Ed: K-12, IIC
ICRID President

ICRID FUNDRAISER!

MAY 21
SATURDAY
Indianapolis Indians
vs.

Scranton/W-B Railriders

7:05 p.m.
~Victory Field~
Reserved Seats $10.00
$5.00 of every ticket sold goes back to
ICRID!
Password: icrid
BUY NOW

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,
And sorry I could not travel both
And be one traveler, long I stood
And looked down one as far as I could
To where it bent in the undergrowth;
Then took the other, as just as fair,
And having perhaps the better claim
Because it was grassy and wanted wear,
Though as for that the passing there
Had worn them really about the same,
And both that morning equally lay
In leaves no step had trodden black.
Oh, I kept the first for another day!
Yet knowing how way leads on to way
I doubted if I should ever come back.
I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I,
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.
The Road Not Taken by Robert Frost

Congratulations Graduates!

Here is the link to register

Attention
Interpreting
Students!
Welcome to the Student’s
Corner
ICRID values students of the
profession and wants to offer
Support.
We have heard your cry and are here to offer support.
We understand that interpreting can be very daunting.
ICRID is working to construct ways that we can be of
service to students and people new to the profession.
Some examples of things that we are working on: offering information, guidance, stories, and lastly a “Buddy
-System”. The Buddy-System , not to be confused
with a mentor, would be comprised of pairing a new interpreter with a more seasoned one, to offer support
and encouragement, someone whom you can count on.
In the meantime, we want you all to think about be-

coming a Student Liaison. Student Liaisons give ICRID
a pulse on how students feel and are very important.
We currently do not have any. This is a great way to
network your soon-to-be profession! Look for more
information to come soon in the next Student’s Corner.
Let us know what you’d like to see by emailing your
thoughts to editor@icrid.org.

Here is the link to register
(This is different from the conference in June)

Illustration credit: Art Lien
For the first time, Chief Justice John Roberts
used a language other than English in the
formal ceremony admitting attorneys to the
Supreme Court Bar: American Sign Language. A dozen lawyers from the Deaf and
Hard of Hearing Bar Association took the
oath of admission before him in April—
promising to conduct themselves “uprightly
and according to the law.” Congratulations to
all these attorneys, but especially the four
(Howard Rosenblum, Zainab Alkebsi, Alexis
Kashar, and Debra Patkin) from the National Association of the Deaf (NAD). Students
can learn a lot about the legal profession by
viewing DCMP’s Real Life 101: The Law
Firm, which provides a glimpse of determined professionals in a law firm. It so happens that staff in this firm includes a hard-ofhearing partner who has experienced great success. Or, if our Chief Justice learning some sign
language motivates your students or you to do the same, browse DCMP’s extensive collection
of sign language training videos. Also, learn more about staff in the NAD Law and Advocacy
Center.
(Taken from DCMP’s website)

Developed and Maintained by the CATIE Center
Description
This course covers the muscular and skeletal systems of the body with
sections on biceps and triceps, tendons and ligaments, how the knees work,
arthritis, and hip replacement surgery.
You will need high-speed internet access, the ability to video-record your
work, and the ability to watch YouTube videos to complete this course

June 16—July 27, 2016
Here is the link for more information and to register

Louisville, KY
July 28-31, 2016

Click Here for More Information

Deaf Interpreters: Shaping the
Future of the Sign Language Interpreting
Profession
Eileen Forestal presented Deaf Interpreters: Shaping the
Future of the Sign Language Interpreting Profession at
StreetLeverage – Live 2014 | Austin. Her talk examines the
paradigm shift occurring within the sign language interpreting profession as Deaf interpreters challenge

traditional interpreting service models.

Here is the link to her article
Taken from StreetLeverage’s Website

Northwest Indiana Deaf Festival, April 9

We were so glad to have the chance to meet people from this
area of our state1 Vibrations was, as always, on fleek! They
never disappoint. Keep up the good work “Da Region

Deafners” and thank you for having us!

As an ever-changing profession, ICRID recognizes
the needs of the community both nationally and
state-wide. As a result of recent discussions, ICRID
would like to begin to offer more opportunities.
This could take shape in many ways, but as an organization we would like your help in brainstorming with these questions:







What does a “mentor” look
like to you?
How can ICRID foster mentor and mentee relationships?
What types of stakeholders
are involved in being a mentor? (CDI, seasoned interpreters, agencies, fellow

ITP graduates, etc.?)
Please email your responses
to Judy Cain at:
secretary@icrid.org, so that
answers can be featured in
the next edition of INSights
(anonymously or not).
Thank you!

Events
~May~
5/10 Goshen Raps
5/21 Fundraiser—Indians
Game
5/21 Online RAPS
5/23 Evansville RAPS
5/23 Fort Wayne RAPS
5/23 South Bend RAPS

5/26 Merrillville RAPS

~June~
6/7 Indianapolis RAPS
6/11 Online RAPS
6/13 & 6/14 The Indiana Deaf Educational Interpreter’s Conference
6/13 South Bend RAPS

6/14 Goshen RAPS
6/27 Merrillville RAPS

ASR

REMINDER
Don’t let your membership lapse!

Renewal time is approaching
JULY 1st is the deadline
RID Membership cards will NOT be sent
automatically. Members can print a paper copy or they can request a printed version be mailed to them through their member
portal on rid.org

